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a b s t r a c t
With the increased share of wind power in Microgrid (MG), wind farm is expected to have significant
contribution in overall grid frequency regulation. Wind farm impersonating synchronous generator with
conventional droop control method may threaten the grid stability during low frequency oscillations. In
this paper, synthetic inertia with a novel frequency dependent multi-gain droop control strategy is proposed to regulate wind farm for providing primary frequency response. The proposed multi-gain droop
control is combined with a proportional and proportional-integral type pitch angle controller for comparative analysis. A 20% power reserve is conserved for primary frequency regulation. The influence of multigain parameters (power-frequency) and numerous power margin of wind farm is also examined under
different contingency events. The relative performances of the proposed control scheme are investigated
in a small isolated MG with 20.8% and 41%wind penetration in real-time. Simulation results show that it
is possible to achieve optimum frequency control performance with the proposed multi-gain droop control scheme compared with the conventional droop control. It is also found that parameter selection for
multi-gain droop control portrays significant domination on the overall frequency control outcome.
Moreover, the proposed multi-gain droop method performs satisfactorily at different power margin of
wind farm.
Ó 2019 Karabuk University. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Wind energy is one of the dominant renewable energy sources
(RES) in the present electricity supply industry and is expected to
have a similar rising tendency in the future. This trend has become
possible due to the rapid transition of commercialized wind technology, continued cutback in both onshore and offshore wind costs
and government legislations [1]. A doubly fed induction generator
(DFIG) is at the forefront of the available wind technologies due to
their ability to produce maximum power at changing wind speeds
and regulate active and reactive power output [2,3].
New technical challenges emerge with the increased share of
wind energy penetration that threatens the security and reliability
of power system. The main concern arises owing to the intermittent behavior of the wind energy and its negative impact on overall
grid performance. The base-load unit is heavily stressed while balancing rapid change in alternating wind power and this largely
affects the life cycle of the base-load unit and increases operation
and maintenance costs. In addition, present-day power electronics
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based variable speed wind turbines do not contribute to system
inertia inherently and therefore affect adversely on grid frequency
control. Conventionally, synchronous generators take the responsibility to mitigate frequency imbalances in a grid-connected power
system. However, in an isolated Microgrid (MG), such facilities are
not available. Energy storage (ES) such as a battery [4], flywheel [5]
or capacitor [6] is one of the alternatives to provide frequency regulation services in an isolated power system. Nevertheless, ES is an
expensive selection for an isolated MG. Hence, it is crucial that
wind farm participates in frequency regulation that can eventually
contribute to the technical and economic benefit of the MG with
the increased penetration of wind energy.
Generally, DFIG is operated in maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) mode [7] to maximize the power output at a given wind
speed. In order to participate in frequency regulation, wind turbines take part in energy exchange by forcing their power operating point deviated from the MPPT point to a different level. This
may reduce the overall amount of wind energy contribution to
the grid depending on the total energy exchange during the primary frequency response (PFR) service. This is referred to as
deloading. Many research works have proposed emulating the
behavior of conventional synchronous machines by wind turbines
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to deal with the technical challenges of reduced inertia and minimize the issues of wind energy application in the existing grid. In
[8–10], the wind turbine is used to emulate inertia (IE) is demonstrated to provide more reliable results in reducing the rate-ofchange-of-frequency (ROCOF), achieving improved damping performance and thus avoiding the adverse impact of increased wind
energy. A power referenced inertial control scheme for a wind turbine is proposed in [11] to participate in frequency regulation that
demonstrated a promising outcome. A similar control strategy of IE
is presented in [12] that shows smoother and enhanced frequency
response under various disturbed conditions. In [13], the authors
have demonstrated that with the increased level of wind penetration and IE of a wind turbine, the overall stability performance of
the grid becomes very poor and this can limit wind energy penetration considering reliability issues related to the wind energy.
The droop control in [14,15] revealed that it is possible to minimize
frequency deviations and achieve improved frequency regulation
which is technically more sophisticated than the previous method.
Considering such technical challenges of wind turbine in frequency
regulation, researchers have proposed a coordinated control to
achieve better frequency regulation of wind active power in
response to frequency variation [16–18]. The aim is to exploit
the stored kinetic energy of wind turbine, providing flexible frequency control by the wind turbine without the loss of security
of wind turbines and the grid. The case studies demonstrate that
the technical challenges of wind turbine penetration such as higher
frequency excursion and slower frequency recovery with lower
steady-state frequency can be minimized [19–21]. Hence, the
results indicate that this can ensure better frequency regulation,
provide enhanced stability performance of the system and can
potentially support large wind energy application in the grid without compromising the security of the system. A quadratic droop
gain is proposed in [22] and compared with conventional linear
droop gain. However, IE is not incorporated in the design and also
the improvement in system frequency is very insignificant
between the conventional and proposed method.
Many research works have presented droop and IE combined
methods that aim to temporarily increase or decrease the power
output of wind turbine and participate in frequency regulation
[23–25]. Coordinated control of IE and droop is presented in
[26,27] to improve the frequency characteristics of the grid.
Another combined virtual inertia control proposed in [28] showed
that operating point and pitch angle control have a noticeable
impact on the inertial performance of wind turbine. The authors
in [29] presented a frequency regulated pricing scheme for improving the frequency profile. A time-dependent inertial and droop
control gain is proposed in [30] which operates based on the
expected response time of frequency. However, with varying network conditions, this method may not perform satisfactorily.
When the wind speed is of the rated speed up to the cut-out
speed, pitch angle control limits the over-speeding of wind turbines to avoid mechanical damage of the wind turbine in order
to produce the rated power output. This in turn diminishes power
oscillations and hence scales down stress in the network [31]. In
order to deal with the threats caused by variable wind speed on
frequency stability, the coordinated inertia, droop and pitch control plays an essential role. It is observed that an improved stability
performance of the wind turbine and frequency security can be
ensured with the coordinated control during frequency transients
[32–34].
All the aforementioned works of wind turbine in PFR are
focused on fixed droop gain values or time dependent dynamic
gains. However, as the measurement of deloaded power is not

constant with the changing wind speed conditions, adopting a classical linear gain may lead to higher oscillations in DFIG power output [35] and may affect the performance of frequency stability.
These concerns have led researchers to investigate and adopt
non-linear, dynamic droop gain that can assure better frequency
regulation of wind turbine during transient periods. In [36], a
dynamic droop gain is proposed for frequency control that prevents the over-deceleration of DFIG during transient periods and
ensures better operational stability. On the other hand, the study
in [37] shows that the proposed efficiency droop improves the
steady-state and transient frequency performance of a MG. However, the maximum improvements in frequency response are the
same regardless of the adopted droop methods. Varying droop gain
is proposed in [38] to secure optimal frequency regulation during a
disturbance occurrence period and thus minimizing the strain of
wind energy penetration. However, the adjustment of droop gain
is not autonomous and thus required to be adjusted manually with
the changes in wind speed. In [39], to reduce the energy losses of
wind turbine, a variable gain is proposed while participating in frequency regulation. Nevertheless, the study is limited to overfrequency supports only. A time variable droop scheme is proposed
in [40] to prevent large frequency oscillations during the variations
in wind speed, nonetheless, this may not be effective with the
changing operating conditions due to inadequate recovery time
settings and may result in large frequency excursions which can
lead to frequency instability.
The earlier studies came with several shortcomings such as
some studies have either considered fixed gain or wind speed
dependent variable gain and also maximum improvements in
overall frequency stability performance are limited. In this paper,
the potential of DFIG for providing PFR is proposed and a novel
dynamic multi-gain droop control mechanism is presented to
enhance MG frequency stability and ensure robust regulation of
DFIG during frequency transients. This method is based on the
study presented in [41] for electric vehicle charge control. The
method is incorporated in DFIG controller of wind turbine with
other control schemes to generate the reference signal for the rotor
side converter of DFIG. The method has not been applied in regulating DFIG for PFR in earlier or current studies. The main contributions of this study are as follows:
 A frequency dependent dynamic multi-gain droop control
mechanism is proposed for an aggregated wind farm providing
PFR in an isolated MG. This control approach principally
depends on the depth of frequency deviation i.e. high and low
sensitive regions. The low-frequency variation is remarked as
a highly sensitive region having lower power contribution in
PFR for the dedicated frequency deviation territory and high
power contribution for low sensitive regions. An emulated inertia control loop is further added with the proposed multi-gain
droop control to provide better frequency regulation.
 The robust performance of the proposed control scheme is
investigated in combination with two different types of pitch
angle controllers, proportional (P) and Proportional-Integral
(PI), once at a time.
 In addition, this paper thoroughly investigates the domination
of selecting different multi-gain droop parameters (power vs
frequency) on achieving enhanced frequency control outcome.
 The different levels of power margin i.e. the intensity of wind
farm participation in primary frequency control is also explored
to further demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed multi-gain
droop control scheme compared to conventional droop control
method.
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 Furthermore, an increased level of wind penetration is also simulated to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed multi-gain
droop control approach.
 Compared to earlier studies in [23–30], this study is carried out
in real-time digital simulator (RTDS) which is competent to
emulate physical entity and thus brings a strong value in performance analysis of the proposed control approach.
The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. A brief discussion on
wind turbine, MG modeling and pitch angle controls are presented
in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the conventional droop and inertial control schemes for providing primary frequency response.
Detailed discussion on the proposed multi-gain droop control
scheme is illustrated in Section 4. The performance of the proposed
controller is demonstrated through Matlab/Simulink simulation
and discussed in Section 5. An overall conclusion of the paper is
drawn in Section 6.
2. Conventional fixed gain droop control and inertial control
schemes
Conventionally, synchronous generators mitigate any temporary imbalances of generated and demanded power by providing
an instant inertial response (IR) from the stored kinetic energy.
Similar inertial control loop can be incorporated with the MPPT
controller of DFIG to mimic the behavior of conventional generators in the case of power imbalances. For the inertial response,
the DFIG can temporarily overproduce power during which it will
slow down and inject power into the grid and vice versa. The conventional droop with inertia is shown in Fig. 1. The IR followed by a
disturbance can be defined as in (1):

DPIR ¼ K IR

d
d
Df ¼ 2Hw Df
dt
dt

3

power margin for primary frequency regulation. Thus, deloading
takes place by shifting the operating point of wind turbine to the
left or right of MPPT by under/over-speeding and creating temporary power reserve to mitigate grid frequency variation.
The conventional droop can be written as in (2):

1
DPPFR ¼ Df
R

ð2Þ

where, 1R is the droop gain. The power reference of PFR and IR are
added with the reference power of wind turbine at MPPT (Pw0 ) to
generate updated power reference (P ref
wind ) as shown in Fig. 1 and
in (3). The values of DP PFR and DP IR are negative for a positive frequency change to reduce power output and positive for a negative
frequency change to increase power output at DFIG output terminal
and vice versa. The ”1/R” value is selected as 25 that defines for a
change of 4% in frequency, the power will change by 100%. The
maximum amount of power reserve is 20% which is activated for
the maximum frequency change of 0.008 pu beyond the deadband
of 0.002 pu [42]. Since the droop gain is a multiple of frequency
deviation, DP PFR will increase with the increase of Df . Therefore a
deloading limit denoted as Dlim in Fig. 1 is enclosed and min/max
value is selected as 0.2 pu to restrict 20% power margin of wind
farm.

Pref
wind ¼ P w0  DP PFR  DP IR

ð3Þ

Since the gains of both controllers are fixed, a large gain may
result in rapid acceleration/deceleration, especially during the
droop control at low frequency oscillations as it has major contribution in PFR.
3. The proposed multi-gain droop control strategy

ð1Þ

where, Hw is the inertial gain of wind turbines, Df is the measured
frequency deviation of the actual grid and the reference frequency.
The power of wind turbine is temporarily adjusted to obtain IR. The
wind turbine responds to under-frequency by slowing down the
turbine and extracting stored kinetic energy. According to (1), the
rise/fall of IR is calculated with an associated change in frequency.
A small deadband of 0.05 Hz is included to avoid IR response for
a very small change in frequency and the inertial gain is selected
as 0.2 pu. The IR is more dominant at the initial stage of frequency
deviation followed by a disturbance. ROCOF loop is less effective
once the primary frequency control takes over. hence, with the
growing frequency deviation, droop loop plays crucial role in an
overall contribution of primary frequency regulation. However,
wind turbine needs to be operated below MPPT to extract sufficient

According to (2), a small value of R may ensure wind farm participation at a higher rate in frequency regulation. But, adopting
such a low value may react abnormally for smaller oscillations
mainly near the edges of standard non-operating frequency band
(NOFB). Therefore, a variable droop gain is imperative to address
such stability concern with wind farm participating in PFR.
In the presented study, the proposed multi-gain droop control
regulates the sensitivity of the wind farm’s participation when
DFIG takes part in frequency regulation. This enables the adjustment of gain depending on the various circumstances of frequency
change. The proposed multi-gain droop control mechanism is
demonstrated in Fig. 2 which replaces the fixed droop gain control
in Fig. 1. The multi-gain droop is combined with inertia control
loop as shown in Fig. 1. It is worth noting that the gains are calculated for a deviation in frequency (Df ), not the actual frequency.

Fig. 1. Inertial and Conventional Fixed Droop Gain Control.
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Fig. 2. The Proposed Multi-gain Droop Control Strategy.

Hence, when frequency value stays within the defined deadband
regions, the change in frequency Df ¼ 0. The multi-gain droop activates when the frequency deviates by 100 mHz from the nominal
value as in conventional droop. Therefore, wind farm does not participate within that NOFB i.e. P s ¼ 0. The multi-gain droop design is
achieved by selecting separate droop gains for two various frequency operating regions. As indicated in the figure, the wind farm
response is segregated in high and low sensitive region.
In order to implement the proposed multi-gain control, the linear droop is split into two clusters depending on the range of frequency deviation. Each cluster is designed to regulate its power
output according to the calculated frequency deviation such as
reduce a considerable number of active power participation during
a smaller frequency variation. This ensures a limited share of wind
farm for minor changes and greater percentage for higher order
deviations of system frequency. As shown in Fig. 2, the lower frequency deviation (between Df ML (medium-low) and Df MH
(medium-high)) is remarked as highly sensitive region since the
frequency deviation is small in this region. Hence, linear relationship with power-frequency (P-f) characteristics in this region
may lead to large oscillations, in particular with the large-sized
wind farm. In addition, with the increased share of wind farm in
PFR service may worsen the grid frequency for high droop gain
in this region. Therefore, the droop gain is reduced considerably
for the highly sensitive region and thus the droop value has shifted
DPPFR to a new point at P1 and P 3 from the conventional droop point
of P2 and P 4 . This ensures the regulation of the reduced amount of
wind power output for highly sensitive regions. The aim is to
ensure stronger and smoother regulation capability of wind farm
within the same region of frequency variation compared to the
conventional droop based regulation. Following the frequency
trend, the intensity of DFIG participation accelerates when the frequency deviation increases above Df MH and drops below Df ML . The
maximum participation of wind farm is designed to be activated
for the designated point of frequency deviation; DP PFRmax for a frequency deviation of Df HH and DPPFRmin for a value of Df LL . The combination of median and maximum P-f provides the complete
regulation of wind power output with respect to the relevant
changes in frequency. This accomplishes multi-gain droop value
for corresponding frequency deviation which in turn regulates
the power output of DFIG. The maximum power margin of wind
farm for the conventional and the proposed multi-gain droop is
the same.

The mathematical expression of DFIG power for multi-gain
droop can be written as in (4):

DPPFR

8
PM
>
>
>
>
>
P1 þ PWT1
>
>
>
>
>
PWT2
>
<
¼
0
>
>
>
P
>
WT3
>
>
>
>
>
P3  PWT4
>
>
:
PL

Df P Df HH
if Df MH < Df < Df HH
if 0 < Df < Df MH
if Df ¼ 0
if Df ML < Df < 0
if Df LL < Df < Df ML
if Df 6 Df LL
if

ð4Þ

where, the corresponding multi-gain droop coefficients are:

PWT1 ¼

PM  P1
ðDf  Df MH Þ
Df HH  Df MH

PWT2 ¼

P1  Ps
Df
Df MH

PWT3 ¼

PL  Ps
ðDf Þ
Df ML

PWT4 ¼

PL  P3
ðDf þ Df ML Þ
Df ML  Df LL

ð5Þ

The associated power outputs of DFIG for the relevant frequency deviation can be calculated as in (5). The values of PWT2
and P WT3 are the DFIG power output for highly sensitive positive
and negative regions in regard to lower frequency deviation which
varies in accordance with P-f droops. Similarly, the power output
references for low sensitive regions are represented by P WT1 and
PWT4 which are added with median power output reference of
DFIG, P 1 and P 3 . In the end, the maximum and minimum power
output of DFIG are constrained within P M and PL , respectively.
The droop action initiates with the rise/fall of Df value. The
decreased/increased frequency error Df will push wind turbine to
regulate their power output. The droop gain is reduced near the
edges of low-frequency corridor to avoid rapid high power output.
The adopted conventional and multi-gain droop parameter settings are shown in Fig. 3. The maximum P-f droop of wind farm
is selected as DPPFR ¼ 0:2 pu for a frequency deviation of 0.01 pu
of the nominal value. As the frequency deadband is 0.002 pu, hence
DPPFR is calculated for a value of Df ¼ 0:008 pu. The intermediate
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Fig. 3. Conventional and Sectional Droop with the Selected Parameters.

droop operating point is selected as Df ¼ 0:004 pu that defines a
corresponding value of DPPFR ¼ 0:056 pu, the droop gain of
1=R1 ¼ 14 and 1=R2 ¼ 36 are used instead of 1=R ¼ 25 as in conventional droop. The detailed of the parameter selection is discussed in Section 5.3.

4. Wind turbine system and microgrid
4.1. DFIG modelling
An overall description of a typical DFIG wind turbine (WT) is
discussed briefly in this subsection. The rotor side of the WT generator is connected to the grid via a back-to-back AC/DC-DC/AC
converter that regulates to extract the maximum power at various
wind speeds. The mechanical power (Pmec ) of DFIG based WT can
be written as in (6) which is dependent on mechanical power coefficient C p , a function of tip speed ratio k and pitch angle control b,
wind speed v w , air density q, swept area A of turbine blade [43]

Pmec ¼

1
C p ðk; bÞqAv 3w
2

ð6Þ

According to (6), at constant wind speed, C p defines the power
extraction of wind turbine. An optimum tip speed ratio at constant
pitch angle is possible to achieve by adjusting the rotor speed for
MPP tracking (MPPT). Therefore, MPPT regulates rotor speed reference that can capture the maximum output power at a given wind
speed. In normal operation, DFIG is operated at MPP to maximize
economic outcome. In order to compensate frequency variation
by participating in primary frequency control, DFIG must be operated at a deloaded MPP curve and decreases/increases DFIG output
depending on associated changes in frequency.
In the literature, various control approaches are discussed to
perform deloaded operation [7–27]. Variable rotor speed is one
of the preferred method to facilitate substantial stored kinetic
energy in improving PFR. The rotor side converter of DFIG regulates
variable output power by facilitating variable rotor speed. Hence,
integrating additional controller in the rotor side converter can
compensate for frequency deviation by means of energy exchange.
Another strategy is the combined control of pitch angle regulation
and rotor speed variation to achieve desired optimum deloaded
power output of DFIG. The proposed strategy presents combined
control of multi-gain droop control scheme with two different
pitch control techniques.

4.2. Pitch angle controller
The pitch angle controller (PAC) adjusts the pitch angle of turbine blades to prevent over-speeding of rotor during high wind
speeds. In the case of generator speed greater than the reference
speed, PAC increases pitch angle to limit wind power output and
reduce rotor speed. The pitch angle is typically adjusted to generate maximum power during a wind speed lower than the rated
speed. Two different types of PACs are considered to implement
combined control with the proposed multi-gain droop control: (i)
Default P-type controller used in Matlab [44] and (ii) PI-type that
is used in [45] and the block diagrams are shown in Fig. 4((a)
and (b)). The PI regulated PAC is implemented by replacing the P
controller section in Fig. 4(a). The pitch angle control with PI controller as shown in Fig. 4(b) comprises a pitch servo with a time
constant of s2 as shown in [45]. The pitch dynamics is restricted
to the following rate limit as in (7):

ðdb=dtÞmin 6 db=dt 6 ðdb=dtÞmax

ð7Þ

The pitch compensation controller is finally added with both
controllers. The error of the actual and reference rotor speed generates an input signal to the PAC. The maximum (bmax ) and minimum (bmin ) pitch angle constrains the output of P and PI
controller as in (8):

bmin 6 b 6 bmax

ð8Þ

The values of pitch servo and first order filter is selected as

s1 ¼ 0:012 [44] and s2 ¼ 0:25 [46] respectively.
4.3. Microgrid modeling

The proposed isolated MG is shown in Fig. 5. The power source
comprises a 40 MW synchronous machine with a droop setting of
5% and an aggregated 10.5 MW wind farm. The wind farm is connected at Bus2 in the network. The connected load at Bus 2 is
25.8 MW and 4 MVAr and at Bus 3 is 20.5 MW and 5MVAr. The
synchronous machine is equipped with Hydraulic Turbine and
Governor and IEEE type 1 excitation system combined with a voltage regulator. The inertia constant (H(s)) of the synchronous
machine and WTs are 3.175 s and 0.685 s, respectively. Due to limited inertial with increased wind penetration, the conventional
generator may fail to provide sufficient inertial support following
a contingency event. Hence, the wind turbine output power can
be adjusted to regulate and improve frequency response in such
a case. The reference rotor speed is 1.2 pu for the rated power out-
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Fig. 4. The block diagram of P and PI controlled pitch angle controller.

frequency is taken from the grid which is compared with the nominal frequency and passed through Dead Zone droop (NOFB).
5. Simulation results and discussion

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the studied Microgrid.

put with an operating range of 0.7–1.3 pu. The wind farm is 10 km
away from the load consumption center.
In order to investigate PFR performance of DFIG with the conventional and multi-gain droop control, no storage is considered
in the studied isolated MG. The wind turbine is operating at
15 m/s when producing 10.5 MW power. The complete model in
Simulink is shown in Fig. 6. The input signal 1 defines the maximum/minimum power output whereas signal 2 defines the median
value of power output. Signals 3 and 4 represents the maximum/
minimum and median frequency value, respectively. Their relationships with each other are implemented using appropriate
mathematical blocks. The P/PI type Selector selects the relevant
pitch angle controller depending on the input signal. The measured

In this section, the performances of the proposed controller are
discussed. The control strategies are implemented in a small isolated network using Matlab/Simulink. The simulation studies were
carried out in real time using RT-LAB by OPAL-RT. For evaluation
purposes, four different simulation studies are investigated and
discussed in this section. In the first scenario, load event and PFR
of wind farm is presented whereas the second scenario shows
the variation of wind speed and PFR services by the wind farm.
The third and fourth scenarios include parameter selection process
for the proposed multi-gain droop and various levels of power
margin of wind farm in PFR. The preferred acronym of the control
strategies are conventional droop P controlled pitch (CDCP), conventional droop PI controlled pitch (CDMP), multi-gain droop P
controlled pitch (SDCP) and multi-gain droop PI controlled pitch
(SDMP). In this study, all the values are given in pu as apart from
real values this is also widely adopted in power system studies
[26–29,48,49].
5.1. Load event
A temporary step increase of 5 MW load (approximately 20%) at
Bus 2 is applied for the period of 1–1.5 s. The objective is to asses
the PFR response of wind farm under the proposed control
approaches with the maximum wind farm power output of
0.2 pu. The overall performances are shown in Fig. 7 with and without PFR services by DFIG. The wind farm activates deloading for
primary regulation when the frequency deviation differs by
100 mHz from the nominal value.
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Fig. 6. The Matlab/Simulink model of multi-gain droop controlled DFIG.

The frequency response shown in Fig. 7 demonstrates that
without the PFR service of wind farm, the grid experiences the
highest frequency drop f nadir followed by a temporary increased
load event. With P controlled pitch, multi-gain droop achieves
higher f nadir and lower maximum frequency (f max ) value than the
conventional droop. Moreover, multi-gain droop provides better
oscillation damping than the conventional droop as the multigain droop reduces its contribution near the regions of lower frequency deviation. However, conventional droop possesses higher
maximum frequency value and nonetheless, both droop controllers
have poor oscillation damping after the clearance of disturbance
event. On the contrary, with PI controlled pitch angle controller,

multi-gain droop controller demonstrates the best damping performance with improved f nadir and lowest f max value.
As expected, the output power variation of wind farm is
zero when no control strategy is applied. Fig. 8 illustrates that
multi-gain droop remain successful in upholding wind farm
power output and executing smoother power regulation. This
comparative performances can be further explained in term
of rotor speed deviation of wind farm as shown in Fig. 9. At
the initial stage of load event, rotor speed decreases rapidly.
However, multi-gain droop holds in rotor speed variation in
an optimum manner that is reflected in the smoother frequency response.
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Fig. 7. The frequency of synchronous generator with load event.

Fig. 8. DFIG power output in PFR with load event.

Fig. 9. Rotor speed of DFIG with load event.

The multi-gain droop with P (SDCP) and PI regulated pitch
(SDMP) perform better with optimum rotor speed regulation than
the conventional droop (CDCP and CDMP).
The linear relationship of P-f droop for low frequency deviations
result in large variations in pitch angle as shown in Fig. 10. As it is
reflected in the wind farm output power, SDMP exhibits better
governance of pitch control over any other control approaches.
The results illustrate that the proposed control schemes contribute
more to reduce frequency drop and enhance oscillation damping
with various pitch angle controllers.
The performance indice i.e the sum of squared errors of prediction (SSE) is employed for comparative performance analysis
between the conventional and the proposed method. The SSE can
be written as in (9):

SSE ¼

n
X
ðxm  ym Þ2

ð9Þ

m¼1

where, xm = steady state value at the initial condition and ym = actual
empirical mth value.
The SSE values shown in Table 1 illustrate the comparative performance in frequency control in regard to deviation of frequency
to the nominal frequency value. The table clearly suggests that the
proposed multi-gain droop performs outstandingly than the conventional droop with both types of pitch angle controllers. Considering all the responses with the proposed and existing droop based
control strategies, the superior performance of the proposed multigain droop control can be affirmed over conventional droop
control.
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Fig. 10. Pitch angle with different controller and load event scenario.

Table 1
SSE based performance analysis of individual controllers.

Load event
Wind speed

CDCP

SDCP

CDMP

SDMP

87.2078
30.4840

59.0311
29.5387

51.2686
18.1262

42.3539
17.5145

5.2. Variation of wind speed
In order to examine the robust performance of DFIG in PFR, further time domain simulations are investigated. A temporary step
decrease of wind speed from 15 m/s to 12 m/s is applied for the
duration of 1–3 s and associated comparative results are illustrated
in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. Fig. 11 demonstrates that when no
controller is activated, grid frequency experiences a large deviation
following lower power output during the reduced wind speed.
However, the same figure shows the benefits of wind farm participating in PFR regulation. The frequency deviation with the controllers is reduced by nearly half than without any control. It can
be seen that the frequency nadir (f nadir ) is the same for all the controllers. However, it is visible that multi-gain droop performs better than the conventional droop with both pitch angle controllers,
as seen previously. The multi-gain droop with the PI controlled
pitch (SDMP) exhibits a faster recovery of frequency after the frequency rebound and therefore provides a smoother frequency regulation, following wind speed change.
Fig. 12 and Table 1 clearly indicates the superior outcome of the
wind farm power adjustment for frequency regulation. The SDMP
allows wind farm to exchange power in an optimum way than
the other control approaches and achieve better frequency
response. The DFIG rotor speed provides the least deviation with

the proposed SDMP control scheme. With no controllers, wind
farm experiences the lowest output power drop during the
reduced wind speed periods.
5.3. Parameter selection for sectional droop
In multi-gain droop control, parameter selection plays a major
role in regulating and demonstrating the expected outcome. Therefore, multiple investigations were given priority before selecting
the designed value for the proposed controllers. Four different
cases are considered for comparative parameter selection purposes
and they are based on frequency variation vs. the fixed maximum
power reserve for PFR (0.2 pu). The parameters of multiple cases
are outlined in Table 2 that illustrates the various levels of wind
farm power adjustment with respect to the changes in frequency
deviation.
Two frequency values are selected to implement and analyze
the effectiveness of multi-gain droop break-point. The variable
droop gain for different cases are shown in Fig. 13.
The simulation results of frequency response for the load event
with different parameter selection cases are shown in Fig. 14. It can
be seen that Case-3 and Case-4 demonstrates the poorest performance in the case of load change event. On the contrary, Case-2
manifests the lowest frequency nadir and the lowest maximum

Fig. 11. The frequency of synchronous generator with wind speed variation.
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Fig. 12. DFIG power output in PFR during changes in wind speed.

Table 2
Parameter selection for multiple cases.

PM ¼ PL
P1 ¼ P3
Df MH ¼ Df ML
Df HH ¼ Df LL

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

0.2
0.074
0.004
0.008

0.2
0.056
0.004
0.008

0.2
0.037
0.002
0.008

0.2
0.028
0.002
0.008

Fig. 13. The frequency of synchronous generator with wind speed variation.

Fig. 14. The frequency of synchronous generator with load change.
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frequency following the load increased scenario. In addition, Case2 provides better oscillation damping compared to all other cases
after the disturbance clearance. Similar level of superior performance is observed with Case-2 for wind speed variation. Hence,
the parameters associated with Case-2 are selected for simulation
purposes.
5.4. Effects of wind power participation factor in PFR
The amount of power-frequency droop in PFR defines the performance of frequency regulation. The lower droop value depicts
higher participation factor of a wind farm in primary frequency
regulation and the grid frequency is expected to have better oscillation damping following contingency events. On the contrary, a
very high droop gain can increase wind farm output power rapidly
and may result in larger oscillations or lead to instability, in
extreme conditions. Hence, different levels of wind farm participation in PFR is investigated and the corresponding results are shown
in Figs. 15 and 16. The selected additional participation factors are
0.1 pu and 0.3 pu with the correlated parameter of Case-2.
Fig. 15 indicates that the increased participation factor of wind
farm with conventional droop (CDCP) result in large oscillations
following a load change. In contrast, multi-gain droop (SDCP)
demonstrates comparatively lower oscillations than CDCP. Nevertheless, SDMP provides slightly better frequency outcome and
SDMP with Pmax ¼ 0:2 pu perform remarkably well in comparison
to other participation factors of wind farm. The comparative performance for wind speed event is shown in Fig. 16 and it can be
seen that the proposed multi-gain droop exhibits similarly superior performance. However, SDMP with 30% power margin
(P max ¼ 0:3 pu) outperforms other participation factor. It is worth
noting that when the participation factor is small (0.1 pu), multigain and conventional droop control provide very similar performance. However, with higher participation factor, multi-gain
droop establishes its comparatively visible superior performance.
The comparative performance can be further observed through
the use of SSE analysis as shown in Table 3. It can be seen that
multi-gain droop has comparatively lower steady-state error than
the corresponding conventional droop controller with the P and PI
controlled pitch angle controllers that legitimizes its efficacy over
the conventional droop control. Moreover, considering comparative steady-state error analysis shown in Table 3 further confirms
the better performance for the proposed multi-gain control
method, the wind power margin of 0.2 pu is selected in this paper.
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causes an approximately 41% wind penetration in MG. A similar
temporary load increase event in Sub-Section 5.1 is applied for
the duration of t = 1 to 1.5 s. All the deadband limits, droop and
inertia gains are the same as in Sub-Section 5.1. The simulated
results of the grid frequency for various control approaches are
illustrated in Fig. 17. It can be observed that with the conventional
pitch, the proposed multi-gain droop control outperforms conventional droop control method in terms of frequency rise (50.55 Hz)/drop (49.5 Hz) and damping performance during the oscillation
periods. On the contrary, the frequency outcome with the proposed
SDMP demonstrates the best result with a reduced drop
(49.52 Hz)/rise (50.5 Hz) in frequency. The comparative results of
frequency outcome for various control approaches are highlighted
again in Table 4.
The pitch angle output as shown in Fig. 18 demonstrates that
smoother response in pitch angle can be achieved with the proposed SDMP than any other control approaches. Furthermore,
SDCP provides better regulation of pitch angle control than the
conventional CDCP.
This study is carried out using RTDS which has the capability to
mimic a physical system with high accuracy, a low cost solution
and for this reason, RTDS is widely adopted in design and performance analysis of power system control and stability [47–49].
Compared to this study, all the previous studies [23–30] with the
amalgamated droop and IE control are not implemented in real
time and multi-gain is not used for droop control. Therefore, this
study provides a distinct podium of integrated multi-gain control
that is implemented in real-time environment in contrast to earlier
studies. The conventional droop gain in the existing studies can be
considered as equivalent to the CDCP/CDMP with constant droop
gain. The performance analysis of the proposed SDCP/SDMP with
the use of RTDS can exemplify the effectiveness of SDCP/SDMP
more than the conventional approaches in earlier studies.
Based on real-time simulated results for various network conditions, several advantages can be perceived with the proposed control strategy. The minimum deviation in frequency rise/drop is
realized under various contingencies with the proposed SDMP.
Furthermore, SDMP damps out frequency oscillation at a faster rate
and contributes to smoother pitch angle regulation than any other
control methods. Moreover, the proposed control method retains
the superiority over others in the case of increased wind penetration level and providing PFR. The encapsulation indicates the dominance and importance of SDMP for PFR in MG that can also be
integrated into large-scale main grid.

5.5. Effects of higher wind power penetration in PFR
6. Conclusion
In order to validate the performance of the proposed control
approach further, a higher penetration level of the wind farm is
incorporated in the MG. The wind power is increased to 21 MW
and the generator rated capacity is decreased to 30 MW which

In this research, a dynamic frequency dependent multi-gain
droop control is proposed to improve frequency nadir and ensure
smoother oscillation damping. The multi-gain droop is combined

Fig. 15. The participation factor of wind farm in PFR with load change.
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Fig. 16. The participation factor of wind farm in PFR with wind speed change.

Table 3
SSE analysis with variable wind power intensity.
Event (P max )

CDCP

SDCP

CDMP

SDMP

Load event (0.3 pu)
Load event (0.2 pu)
Load event (0.1 pu)
Wind speed (0.3 pu)
Wind speed (0.2 pu)
Wind speed (0.1 pu)

72.0402
87.2078
41.6907
23.5068
30.4840
24.0403

64.7897
59.0311
35.1191
22.54828
29.5387
25.7509

44.3269
51.2686
25.6743
10.3953
18.1262
18.1534

44.3269
40.2637
24.6104
13.3485
17.5145
17.6235

Fig. 17. The frequency of generator with higher wind penetration an load event.

Table 4
Frequency drop and rise for various control approaches.
f(Hz)

CDCP

SDCP

CDMP

SDMP

f drop

49.455

49.5

49.505

49.52

f rise

50.6

50.55

50.505

50.5

with inertia control. In the multi-gain droop control, droop actions
are divided into high and low sensitive regions, in terms of frequency deviation ranges with 20% power margin of wind farm
power from the optimum position for PFR service. The proposed
control scheme is coordinated with two different pitch angle controller – P and PI regulated, for comparative performance analysis
purposes. In addition, a thorough investigation is carried out on
selecting the most appropriate multi-gain droop parameters with
various levels of wind power participation factor in frequency regulation. The simulation results indicate that the proposed multigain droop control scheme provides higher frequency nadir and

better frequency regulation compared to conventional droop control method with both types of pitch angle controllers. Moreover,
the proposed multi-gain droop control ensures improved oscillation damping for various levels of wind farm participation in frequency regulation. Also, based on SSE analysis, 20% power
margin of wind farm is perceived to be efficient for frequency regulation considering the studied contingency events. Moreover,
Case 2 with 28% median value is found to be the most suitable
value for the multi-gain droop control parameter. In conclusion,
the proposed multi-gain droop solution is realized to achieve a better outcome in terms of enhanced frequency support and optimum
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Fig. 18. The frequency of generator with higher wind penetration an load event.

frequency responses under different contingencies compared to
the conventional droop control method.
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